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Improving Diversity in Patient and Family Advisory Councils
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Why Does Diversity Matter?

What Is Diversity?

Many healthcare organizations are 
looking for better ways to understand 
diverse patient and family experiences.. 
Research shows that racial and ethnic 
minorities often receive poor quality care 
and have worse access to services.  
This can lead to poor health for these 
groups. Knowing how patients and 
families from minority racial and ethnic 
groups experience the healthcare system 
is important to eliminating health gaps.

Diversity helps your patient and family 
adivisory council (PFAC) have a wider 
range of  views and look like the patients 
you care for. Some councils have trouble 
inviting people from different 
backgrounds, particularly race, even 
when their community is diverse. 

Making your council more diverse means  
welcoming people from different backgrounds, 
like race and ethnicity. Other differences you 
may want to consider are sexual orientation, 
gender, age, financial situation, physical and 
mental ability, and schooling, 

If your council is responsible for more than one 
setting, you may want to find advisors from 
different locations such as in the 
hospital, clinic,  home health, or hospice. 
Advisors from different departments, such as 
women’s, children’s, rehabilitation, or cancer 
services can also bring new views to your 
group.

Increasing Diversity In Patient and Family 
Advisory Councils
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Who Is On Your Council?

Is Your Council Welcoming?

Understand Current 
Advisors’ Experiences

Look at the current makeup of your council. 
You may ask: Are advisors like the patients 
we serve? If there are big differences between 
who is on your council and who is served in 
the hospital, this may be a sign that you need 
to work on finding more diverse advisors. 
Where you live and the community your 
organization cares for will decide what areas 
of diversity you need to work on. 

Talking  with current advisors and patients 
about what is it like to be cared for in your 
organization will allow you to learn more 
about what work your group should do.  
Patient surveys can also shed light into 
different care experiences. Once you know 
your current state, you can make a plan to 
create a more welcoming and diverse group.

  

  Creating a diverse group that looks like 
  patients served by the healthcare system is key 
  to hearing perspectives that makes health better  
  for all.

Finding Diverse Advisors:

Where Do We Start?

As you look at how diverse your council is, it’s 
also important for you to think about how 
welcoming  your group is to diversity. This 
means asking hard questions with your team 
about how open you are to differences in view, 
lifestyles, and background. Knowing where you 
are will help you to create the best 
environment for new people to join your group.
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Finding Diverse Advisors: How?

 • Asking community leaders for PFAC referrals 

 • Creating maps of racial and ethnic clusters to find community centers

 • Getting to know the leaders within the community

 • Asking local artists to help create PFAC materials in the language and  
 culture of the community

 • Going to community meetings to develop relationships

 • Talking about advisor opportunities at community events.

 • Creating a separate PFAC if you have a large patient population that does not   
 speak English, (e.g., Bayview at Johns Hopkins University and Children’s 
 Mercy in Kansas City have Latino PFABs)

To create a diverse group that 
comes from different 
backgrounds, you might try:
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What Else Can We Do To 
Find Diverse Advisors? 

 • Hang flyers asking people to join your council in the community.  Good places are doctor’s offices, schools,  
 hair salons, bodegas, coffee shops, churches, temples, mosques, social service agencies, community festivals,  
 gas stations,  and grocery stores

 • Put information about advisor opportunities in your patient satisfaction surveys

 • Ask doctors, nurses, staff, public relations, community partners, or current advisors for people they think would  
 be a good fit for the council

 • Talk about the council in your organization’s newsletters and website

 • Talk about or present advisor opportunities at community events

 •  Ask patient or family networks or support groups for referrals

 • Place ads in the local radio, TV, newspaper, and community newsletters

 • Create a website for your council that tells how interested advisors can join 
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Once your patient and family advisory council is diverse, it is 
important to keep your new members interested and involved. 
This may be hard to do. One key to maintaining a diverse 
council is creating a sense of community.

Keeping Diverse Advisors 
Engaged : How?

 • Develop relationships with PFAC members by hosting group activities outside of PFAC meetings

 • Include relationship-building ice breaker activities in PFAC meetings (such as “getting to know you” questions)

 • Offer new members time to talk with the PFAC chair after meetings to see how they are adjusting and ask for 
 ideas for improving their experience

 • Assign an experienced advisor as a mentor or PFAC buddy to new members

 • Create a PFAC portal (like Facebook) to stay connected and updated on projects/initiatives as well as personal  
 events such as  upcoming surgeries or birthdays

 • Get to know each member’s personal story, such as previous work and life experiences

 • Get to know each member’s interests for the PFAC, like organizing events, environmental changes, finance,  
 strategic planning, or brainstorming

 • Find out and use each member’s preferred method of communciation for updates ( e.g.  phone, text, email)

 • Make sure two-way communication is maintained

  

 A study by Kaiser and colleagues found that a  
 diverse focus group stayed in their program due to  
 the  respect, good will, support, camaraderie, and  
 fellowship they experienced within the group and 
 the sense of service to others they received  
 from participating.

Other strategies include:
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What Else Can We Do To Keep
Diverse Advisors Engaged? 

 • Brainstorm to hear about projects that advisors think would be impactful

 • Connect advisors with the people in the organization who can help them develop ideas into reality (e.g. invite 
 social work and chaplaincy to help develop a visiting program for patients without family or friends nearby)

 • Provide members with  taxi vouchers, meals, refreshments, and/or childcare during the meeting

 • Allow flexible membership, including use of technology for online or telephone participation

 • Hold meetings at different times to fit schedules, including on and off site

 • Conduct occasional informal and formal evaluations of the PFAC as a group

 • Let advisors drive the PFAC agenda

 • Make PFAC meetings more hands-on

 • Review key PFAC documents such as recruitment materials, charter/bylaws, annual report templates as new 
 members become familiar with the PFAC to decide how these can be changed to be more inclusive

 • Provide members with occasional token of appreciation such as dinner or a gift card

 • Use a visual aid or flip chart to faciliate group conversation and promote a sense of community

 • Make sure language interpreters are at meetings as needed

 • Make sure all advisor voices are heard and respected

 • Teach team members (PFAC and outside staff) about the advisor role and its importance
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What Are The Hurdles We Might Face In 
Recruiting and Retaining Diverse Advisors? 

While recruiting to improve diversity in your PFAC, it is 
good to consider these barriers.  Knowing the 
challenges you may face can help you create solutions 
to address them. 

 • Mistrust of the healthcare system

 • Thinking that they will not be respected in their role

 • Feeling powerless or that they lack influence

 • Unable to take off time from work

 • Unreliable transportation

 • Unable to participate due to medical problems

 • No resources for interpreters

 • Not knowing what the advisor role is

 • Using recruitment materials that are not culturally appropriate 

 • Not seeing results of their work come through

Common reasons for difficulty in recruiting diverse members: 

Diverse members should actively participate in the dynamics of your group. A welcoming 
environment may help increase feelings of inclusion, or feeling like one belongs.  This in turn, may 
help reduce disinterest and advisors leaving the group. 

However, a community, even when diverse, may not be inclusive if diverse members perceive they have 
unequal power, limited involvement, or a silenced voice.  For this reason, it is important that diverse 
members are not asked to join a PFAC only to improve the physical makeup of the group.
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Diversity and Inclusion Tools for Your 
Patient and Family Advisory Council

OPTION ONE

OPTION THREE

OPTION TWO

OPTION FOUR

GRAPHIC ONE

GRAPHIC TWO

The next section has several tools you can use to improve diversity and 
inclusivity in your PFAC. These tools are:

 • A checklist to determine how welcoming your PFAC is (p. 10)

 • An advisor checklist that can be used to see how welcomed advisors 
 feel in your group (p. 11)

 • Sample advisor recruitment flyers from established and diverse 
 councils in  Philadelphia, PA and Augusta, GA (pp. 12-14) 

 • A sample action plan to increase diversity (p. 15)

Em quo quam 
quam ipsanim 
essunti re vel 

idis ullorae sed 
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niscill icient 
quis euomm

Em quo quam 
quam ipsanim 
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OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3
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Inclusivity Self-Assessment Checklist for 
Patient and Family Advisory Councils
This checklist serves as an assessment tool to determine where your PFAC is in your 
journey towards inclusivity and diversity. This is not a full list of all things that can be 
done, but a starting point for you to discuss with your PFAC the areas related to 
diversity that need to be addressed.

☐ Is your PFAC reflective of your patient population?

☐ Has your PFAC evaluated its diversity?  

☐ Has your PFAC reviewed your organization’s patient experience data to screen for disparities? 
 
☐ Has your PFAC partnered with community organizations to recruit more diverse participants? 

☐ Do you have PFAC resources available in the languages of your patient population? 

☐ Are diverse members’ voices respected? 

☐ Does the PFAC assess how often ideas and feedback from diverse members result in changes and  
improvements? 

☐ Has your PFAC incorporated diversity into your mission, vision, and values? 

☐ Have you changed PFAC policies to be more inclusive? 

☐ Are PFAC meetings held during times that are convenient for advisors (i.e. not during typical business hours)? 

☐ Do you have online or phone options for members to engage in meetings? 

☐ Does your PFAC staff members reflect the patient population that is served? 

☐ Does your PFAC have conversations about diversity? 

☐ Has your PFAC analyzed the barriers for lack of participation of diverse members? 

☐ At an organizational level, is there executive level support for diversity efforts? 

☐ Is your PFAC conducting or participating in diversity, health equity, or implicit bias training? 

☐ Does your PFAC encourage and value input of people from diverse perspectives and backgrounds? 

☐ Does your PFAC welcome and celebrate differences? 

☐ Does your PFAC assign a mentor to new members to help them feel welcome?
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E m b a s s a d o r P r o j e c t  M a n a g e r

Inclusivity Self-Assessment Checklist  
for Advisors
This is a checklist for you to assess how inclusive your PFAC is, including how 
welcome you feel in your advisor role. This is not a full list of questions you may ask, 
but a starting point for you determine if you feel embraced as an advisor.  

☐ Does your PFAC have a diverse group of members?

☐  Is diversity welcome in your PFAC?

☐  Do you feel welcome in your PFAC? 

☐ Do you feel respected in your role as an advisor?

☐ Do you feel that your voice matters in your PFAC? 

☐ Do you feel included in PFAC decision-making?

☐  Do you feel like all advisors have an equal part in decision-making?

☐  Are differences celebrated in your PFAC?

☐  Are your PFAC’s policies inclusive?

☐  Are PFAC resources available in your preferred language and at a level 
you can understand?

☐  Were you mentored as a new advisor?

☐  Do you receive coaching or training to keep strengthening your skills as 
an advisor?

☐  Do you feel like the leaders and other members of your PFAC know and 
value you as a person?

Note: If you answered “NO” to 3 or more items, you may want to talk with the 
leader of your council about your responses. 



Calling All Patients  
Now Recruiting 

 

Share your thoughts and ideas 
 

We are seeking patients who are willing to commit time to join the 
 

PATIENT AND FAMILY ADVISORY COUNCIL 
 

▪  As a member of the council, you can share your point of 
view, perspective, and experience as we continue to 
improve the patient experience 
and deliver more effective care 
 

▪  Commit to come to a meeting 
in July, September, & November 
2014 at a locations on the 
Jefferson Campus 
 

We value what you think. Be a part of something great! 
QUESTIONS? Ask your Provider or contact: 

 

Amy Burzinski at 215-955-2360 or amy.burzinski@jefferson.edu 
 

Our clinical practice has achieved the highest recognition (Level 3) for Physician Practice Connections–Patient-Centered 
Medical Home (PPC-PCMH) from the National Center for Quality Assurance (NCQA). 

 
 
 

Department of Family & Community Medicine
Thomas Jefferson University
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Are you a Patient at 
Jefferson Family Medical Associates?
We are currently recruiting interested patients and 

their families to become members of the

WHAT: We are seeking patients who can help transform our 
practice to ensure the optimum patient experience with delivery of 
the highest quality of care. We want you and your family to join in 
the process of care as full members of the healthcare team.

WHEN: Commit to attend a meeting in July, September, and 
November 2014

WHERE: Location on Jefferson Campus

We value what you think. Be a part of something great!

Questions? Ask your Provider or contact: 
Amy Burzinski at 215-955-2360 or amy.burzinski@jefferson.edu

Our clinical practice has achieved the highest recognition (Level 3) for Physician Practice Connections–
Patient-Centered Medical Home (PPC-PCMH) from the National Center for Quality Assurance (NCQA).

Department of Family & Community Medicine
Thomas Jefferson University

PATIENT AND FAMILY ADVISORY COUNCIL
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Augusta University Medical Center has Patient and Family Advisory Councils 
that want people like you to help us improve our patientÕs experience. We 
are looking for patients and family members who can: 

• Share ideas in a positive way
• Respect others
• Listen
• Work with others to make AU Medical Center better
• Make a difference at AU Medical Center

For more information about 
becoming a Patient/Family Advisor, 
contact Naomi at 
nawilliams@augusta.edu or 706-721-0472.

We Want

YOU

augustahealth.org

162832 - Patient Advisor Recruitment Poster 11x17 copy 2c.pdf   1   7/24/17   3:51 PM



	

	
CREATE	YOUR	DIVERSITY	ACTION	PLAN	

 2018 

Note: Staff refers to PFAC staff, such as organizational leaders who sponsor the council.  

    
Overall Goal: Recruit and retain diverse advisors  

Action Who Should 
Be Involved? 

Questions to 
Ask Additional Steps to Take 

Prepare 
for 
change. 
 
 

PFAC advisors 
and staff* 

Does my council 
have a culture 
that embraces 
diversity? 

- Assess PFAC support and commitment to diversity 
- Assess status of diversity in PFAC by reviewing patient population 
demographics, community demographics, and PFAC demographics 
- Assess PFAC inclusivity (See checklist) 
- Be open to honest conversations about any history of racism, discrimination, 
and/or oppression that exists in your area or organization 

Determine 
what 
change is 
needed. 

PFAC advisors 
and staff* 

Where can we 
improve 
diversity and 
inclusivity? 

- Learn the lived experience of diverse patients and advisors in your organization 
by discussing with them what it is like to access care  
- Review patient experience surveys 
- Determine if diversity, implicit bias, and/or cultural competency training is 
required for staff and advisors 

Embark on 
the 
change. 

PFAC advisors, 
staff*, and 
community 
organizations 

Who should we 
partner with? 

-Meet with community leaders to first build a relationship and discuss the PFAC 
purpose 
- Ask how best to connect with the community to communicate advisor 
opportunities 
- Find out what supports are needed for individuals to participate and secure 
resources (e.g. transportation, interpreters, child care)  
- Advertise PFAC opportunities in community settings and organization’s 
newsletters 

Implement 
the 
change. 

PFAC advisors, 
staff*, and new 
advisor mentors 

How do we on-
board new 
advisors? 

- Talk with potential advisors about their role and responsibilities  
- Have applicants go through your PFAC’s screening and application process 
- Assign a mentor to new advisors to provide support  

Reinforce 
the 
change. 

PFAC advisors, 
staff*, advisor 
mentors, and 
community 
organizations 

How can we 
create a culture 
where diverse 
advisors feel 
respected, 
welcome, and 
engaged? 

- Get to know each member, their story, background, and interests  
- Engage in relationship building activities (like “getting to know you” questions) 
- Regularly talk with advisors to determine if their participation is what they 
expected 
- Conduct periodic informal and formal evaluation of the council and its members' 
perceptions to determine effectiveness (See PFAC and advisor checklists) 
- Ensure two-way communication is maintained and communication preferences 
are respected 
- Hold meetings at convenient times to accommodate varied schedules; include 
phone and online meeting options 
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